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Abstract
Rising energy prices and political goals which address climate change, such as
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, increase the importance of using
renewable energies and technologies for generating these. Since the manufacturing industry is one of the major energy consumers in Germany, this paper
focuses on the diffusion of renewable energy technologies to generate power in
the manufacturing industry. Using data from the German Manufacturing Survey
2012 for 1,594 firms, we analyse the relation between the usage of renewable
energy technology and firms’ characteristics, also accounting for structural determinants. In addition, the reasons for the decision to use these technologies
and, in particular, the relevance of the political framework are examined. Our
findings show that the producers of end-consumer goods are more likely to use
renewable energy technologies compared to other manufacturing firms. The
availability of resources plays a substantial role, whereas the energy intensity of
the firm is less important for the introduction of renewable energy technologies.
When considering the chosen reasons for adoption, firms mentioned most frequently that they anticipate rising energy prices. The policy mix, however, is
less often mentioned and mostly together with other reasons.
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Introduction

The use of renewable energy technologies (RETs) to generate electricity is becoming increasingly important for both the manufacturing industry and households, due to rising energy costs and the growing awareness of the necessity to
reduce emissions for climate protection. In general, the potential and functionality of RETs for electricity generation is widely examined and – as a consequence – well known. Different authors have analysed the application possibilities and the potential of the integration of RETs in industrial production processes e. g. (Kalogirou 2003; Taibi et al. 2012). However, the factors which influence the adoption of RETs by firms of the German manufacturing industry
(GMI) has not been examined yet since no empirical data on the diffusion of
RETs in the GMI has been available.
The GMI accounts for 28 percent of the final energy consumption and is the
second largest energy consumer within the German energy economy (Energiebilanzen e.V. 2011). Hence, it is of particular interest to analyse the diffusion of
RETs for electricity generation among these companies and to identify the
structural characteristics of the adopting firms, such as company size or position
in the value chain. Moreover, firms might have various reasons to adopt RET
technologies, such as e. g. the expected development of energy prices and the
political framework, which is valid for eco-innovations, e. g. (Henriques and Sadorsky 1996; Arvanitis and Ley 2010). By using a broad empirical database of
German manufacturing companies, the following research questions are answered:
• How have RETs for electricity generation diffused within the GMI since 1980?
• How do firm characteristics influence the adoption of RET?
• Why do firms of the GMI use RETs? What are the important reasons for

companies to adopt the RETs? In particular, what is the relevance of the policy mix?
The paper is structured as follows. In the second chapter, a short literature
overview is given and the hypotheses are derived. Section three describes the
data used. In the following chapter the results of the empirical analysis are presented. The final chapter summarizes key findings and draws conclusions.
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RETs in the manufacturing industry

2.1

The diffusion of RETs

The diffusion of technologies is understood as the process by which innovations, such as products, processes or organizational concepts, are spread
within an economic system by being adopted by companies, e. g. (Baptista
1999; Hall 2005). An adoption decision results from various factors, such as
specific characteristics of an adopting company, an adoptable technology as
well as the environment of a company (van Dijken 1999).
RETs are technologies which have received political support and governmental
subsidies regarding their implementation and usage for a long time (Jacobsson
and Lauber 2006). When the electricity feeding act was passed in 1990, it offered and guaranteed that small electricity generators can be connected to the
grid and provided considerable financial incentives for investors. The renewable
energies act (REA) of 2000 repealed the feeding act and created further significant improvements for owners of small energy systems by offering feed-in tariffs
fixed for 20 years depending on the used technology. By introducing the 1st
amendment of the REA in 2004, significant new incentives for bio-mass and
small hydro plants were added. The funding rates for photovoltaic systems were
increased and thus photovoltaic systems became commercially attractive without any additional monetary support. This development led to a solar boom in
2004 and supported the further diffusion of RETs in Germany (Mez 2005). Due
to the strong expansion of wind power and biomass, in 2009 the 2nd amendment of the REA focused on solar power. The adjustments arranged the refinement of performance classes which led to a shift from funding large systems
to funding small systems and brought further investment incentives especially
for small investors (Hermanns 2008). In 2012 the revision of the REA aimed at
limiting the funding for photovoltaic applications due to the strong expansion of
this source in the past.

2.2

Firm characteristics

Since the adoption decision is influenced by a variety of different factors, the
following section identifies several firm characteristics which might have an impact on using RETs. The company size is often mentioned as an important influencing factor for the adoption of new technologies. STONEMAN (2002) argues that larger firm size yields greater returns. Other authors refer to the simplified access to external capital as a result of the company size. Due to more
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diversified product portfolios, larger companies entail lower credit default risks,
e. g. (Schleich 2009). In this context, HECKER (1997) argues that larger companies often employ a higher number of qualified experts than smaller companies and, therefore, have better chances to understand complex technologies.
Due to the better overall conditions for large companies in terms of financial and
human resources, this leads to the assumption that it is easier for big companies to handle and deal with RETs than it is for small companies.
Compared to fossil based energy supply, renewable energy technologies have
currently higher total costs because of the necessary investment, operation,
maintenance and – in the case of bioelectricity – the fuel costs. Depending on
the technology, renewable energies can be very capital-intensive (del Río
2011). According to JORDAN (2007), the access to external capital is an initial
barrier to the market entry for renewable energies. Moreover, she argues that
initial investments play an important role in this context. The fact that RETs require high initial investments leads to the assumption that the financial strength
of a firm has an influence on the adoption of RETs. This leads to the following
hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1a: Bigger firms are more likely to adopt RETs than other firms.
Hypothesis 1b: Companies with higher capital resources are more likely to invest in RETs than other firms.
Using renewable energies in companies is becoming increasingly important not
only to diversify the own energy supply but also to use green electricity within
the company’s marketing mix as part of a differentiation strategy (Wüstenhagen
et al. 2003). In this context PROFIR (2008) argues that renewable energies
were initially used more by business-to-consumer (B2C) industries, however,
several business-to-business (B2B) entities are now turning to green power as
well. Furthermore, BUNSE et al. argue that the consumer preference for environmentally friendly manufactured goods is rising and that reputational and
competitive advantages of manufacturing companies can be achieved through
superior environmental performance (Bunse et al. 2011). This leads to the assumption that the usage of RET within firms is becoming increasingly important
for marketing purposes as well, especially within companies with B2C relationships, and the following hypothesis is derived:
Hypothesis 2:

Companies in the field of B2C are more likely to adopt RETs
than companies in the field of B2B.

4
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Structural characteristics

Regarding the different RETs for electricity generation, photovoltaic systems are
a suitable opportunity for using renewable energy sources at various scales due
to their rather facile installation processes and their modular design
(Quaschning 2011). With approximately 1.3 million installed facilities photovoltaic is the most widely used form of renewable electricity generation in Germany (Bundesverband Solarwirtschaft 2013). Since there is an uneven distribution of solar radiation in Germany, there are different usage potentials within the
1
federal states of Germany. Hence it is assumed that the location of a firm influences the diffusion of RETs for power generation and thus has to be considered
in the analysis.
Due to the various influencing factors, diffusion processes differ between the
sectors (Stoneman 2002). Another important aspect, which is taken into account, is the energy intensity of a manufacturing sector. Especially for energy2
intensive industries , which consume large amounts of energy, the costs of energy supply play an important role and, therefore, these industries have dealt
with energy issues for a long time. Due to the awareness of energy efficiency
issues, their energy saving potential is further developed and therefore lower
than in industries with less energy-intensive production processes (Schröter et
al. 2009). Hence, it is estimated that the diffusion of RETs differs in regard to
the energy-intensity of the sector. Accordingly, it is assumed that the structural
characteristics play a role regarding the diffusion of RETs.

2.4

Reasons for RET adoption

Companies might have various reasons for using RETs to generate electricity:
the policy mix, economic aspects or an environmental strategy. The policy mix
focuses on the political or legal framework conditions. It covers different perspectives of the climate, environmental as well as innovation policy and is composed of policy strategies as well as policy instruments (Rogge and Reichardt
2013), such as e. g. specific governmental objectives, legislation, regulation and
subsidies. As mentioned above, RETs have received governmental support for
1

Classification according to http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/merra/ (checked: 25.06.2013).

2

According to http://www.energieintensive.de/, the energy-intensive industries cover the
sectors chemical industry, metal industry, manufacturing of coke and refined petroleum
products, manufacturing of paper products and the manufacturing of non-metallic mineral
products.
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a long time. Moreover, in the literature on eco-innovations legislation and regulation are estimated to be some of the main drivers for firms to conduct environmental activities (Agan et al. 2013; Henriques and Sadorsky 1996; Porter
and van der Linde 1995). Regarding economic aspects, rising energy prices
have a positive impact on the usage of energy-saving technologies (Arvanitis
and Ley 2010). PICKET-BAKER (2011) emphasizes the influence of the energy
price. Moreover, she mentions the importance of energy security concerns,
which are reflected in an independent energy generation.
The third dimension is an environmentally friendly strategy of the firm. Since
customers demand more environmentally friendly products, firms estimate the
usage of green energy as an effective driver for differentiation. Hence the usage
of RETs might lead to a competitive advantage (Bunse et al. 2011; Agan et al.
2013). Lastly, RETs are an environmentally friendly technology and, as a consequence, can improve the firm’s carbon footprint by reducing greenhouse gas
emissions (Picket-Baker 2011).

3

Empirical Research

3.1

Database

For the empirical analyses a quantitative approach was chosen. To answer the
research question, the database of the German Manufacturing Survey 2012 is
used, which is the part of the European Manufacturing Survey (EMS) captured
in Germany. The survey provides a large set of data on firms in the German
manufacturing industry including information on implementation of innovative
technologies, organizational practices, performance indicators and company
data. Therefore, the survey enables the examination of the diffusion of RETs for
electricity generation within the German manufacturing industry. Moreover, it
provides opportunities to analyse the relation between an adoption decision and
various firm determinants as well as specific reasons for and against the adoption decision.
The standardized, multi-topic mail survey of modernization trends in the manufacturing sectors in Germany has been carried out every two to three years
since 1995. The 2012 survey covers 1,595 firms based in Germany and provides a representative database for the German manufacturing industry including firms of the sectors 10 to 33 according to the NACE classification Rev. 2
with at least 20 employees (Weißfloch et al. 2013). As representatives of their
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firm, the production managers or the CEOs were contacted and asked to complete the questionnaire.

3.2

Methodology

To determine the impact of the firm characteristics on the usage of RET, a multiple analysis is applied. As a first step, it was possible to obtain indications for
the assumed relations by examining bivariate results. To gain a deeper understanding, a multiple logistic regression was used, which enables the examination of the effects of a certain firm’s characteristic on the technology adoption by
considering the effects of the other determinants, as well as accounting for the
structural characteristics.
The outcome of the analysis is the usage of RET to generate electricity. The
variable is binary and indicates whether a renewable technology was adopted
by a company. Firms’ characteristics, such as size of a firm, its financial
strength and position in the value chain, are considered as main determinants in
the model. The size of the firm is operationalized by categorizing the companies
into two groups: Bigger firms with 250 or more employees and small- and medium sized firms with less than 250 employees. The variable financial strength
of the firm was not directly captured. Hence, for operationalizing the construct
the net value added (NVA) per employee of the firm can be used. NVA is calculated as the difference between turnover and advanced payments. The NVA per
employee is calculated by dividing the NVA by the numbers of employees,. It
represents a certain financial strength by equalizing differences in firm size. So
as not to overestimate higher values, the financial strength is expressed as the
logarithm of the NVA per employee. Finally, to explore the differences in RET
usage related to the position in the value chain, companies operating in the field
of B2C and firms, which do not produce goods directly for the end-consumer,
were distinguished using a binary variable.
In addition to the above-mentioned explanatory variables, the model controls for
structural firm characteristics which favour the use of an RET for electricity generation and, thus, enhances the chance of adopting an RET. To measure the
availability of resources for the usage of RETs, the location of the company is
used as an indicator. A higher potential for the usage of RETs for electricity
generation from solar power is given in the federal states of Germany with a
comparably higher average solar radiation. The firms were categorized into two
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groups according to their location indicating high average solar radiation for Ba3
varia, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Berlin, Saarland and Rhineland-Palatinate compared to less average solar radiation in the other federal states. To capture the
energy intensity of a firm, the average energy intensity of the sector is used as a
4
proxy. The sectors with high energy intensity are the chemical industry, the
manufacturing of basic metals (metal industry), the manufacturing of coke and
refined petroleum products, the manufacturing of non-metallic mineral products
and manufacturing of paper and paper products. By using a binary variable, this
sector group is compared to all other manufacturing sectors with less energy
needs.
The final step is the analysis of the reasons for using RETs. Multiple answers
were possible and the surveyed firms were able to select from the reasons
listed below:
1.

Expected development of the energy price

2.

Strategic reasons (e. g. “green image”)

3.

Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions

4.

Own energy generation to expand the sources for energy supply

5.

Political or legal framework conditions.

In the descriptive analysis the relevance of the various reasons is compared
against each other. Of particular interest is whether the policy mix is most frequently mentioned as a decision criterion regarding the adoption of renewable
energy or not.

4

Results and Discussion

4.1

Diffusion of RET in the manufacturing industry

Up to the time of the survey in 2012, 18 percent of the firms of the manufacturing survey use RETs to generate electricity (cf. Figure 1). The diffusion process
of RETs can be divided into three parts. Before 2004, the adoption rates of the
RETs were very low. Nearly 3 percent of companies used renewable technologies to generate electricity by 2004. From 2004 to 2009 there was a major in3

Classification according to http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/merra/.

4

Classification according to http://www.energieintensive.de/ (checked: 07.06.2013).
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crease in RET users of up to 9 percent. In the last three years, the number of
RETs users has grown even faster, and their share among the manufacturing
companies has doubled.
These turning points go hand in hand with significant changes in the policy mix,
as described above. The first initiatives to promote the diffusion of renewable
power generation technologies (Electricity Feeding Act) seemed to be quite
successful and the first companies were motivated to invest in such technologies. In 2004 the first amendment of the renewable energies act was introduced
and brought further promotion for RETs, especially for wind- and photovoltaic
energy systems. In 2009 it became even more attractive to invest in small
photovoltaic systems with the second amendment of the renewable energies
act. Thus, considering the development in the usage rates of RETs over time,
an association between the policy mix and the use of those technologies can be
assumed. However, besides the policy mix, there might be plenty of other factors which might affect the diffusion of RETs as well, e. g. technology maturity,
learning rates, or cost effectiveness. These reasons need to be researched
more thoroughly in future.
Figure 1:

Diffusion of RETs for electricity generation in Germany

20%

Share of firms using the RET

3rd amendment
renewable energies act

18%

2nd amendment
renewable energies act
1st amendment
renewable energies act
9%

Electricity feeding act

Renewable energies act
3%

2%

0%

Year of implementation of the technology
German Manufacturing Survey 2012, Fraunhofer ISI
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Influence of company determinants

When examining a connection between a firm’s size and the usage of RET, it
appears that there are 21 percent RET users among the companies with 250
and more employees, compared with 18 percent among the firms with less than
250 employees. The difference is, however, not significant at the 95 percent
level of confidence. Similarly, firm size has no significant effect on the adoption
decision when controlled for other relevant impact factors. This could be explained by the fact, that the variable firm size is an aggregation of different determinants which influence the adoption decision, e. g. (Dreher 1997). Even
though in the literature firm size is often mentioned as a driver and facilitator for
early adoption due to economies of scale and as being less risk-averse, small
companies might be more flexible regarding decision processes (Karshenas
and Stoneman 1993).
Renewable technologies are very capital intense since their adoption is accompanied with high overall costs. The bivariate analysis of the NVA per employee
reveals that companies using RETs to generate electricity have on average a
slightly higher NVA per employee (97,000€) than companies which are not using such technologies (92,000€). The multiple analysis shows that the companies with higher NVA per employee are more likely to use renewable technologies. The result is only significant at a level of 10 percent. Thus, an effect related to the NVA can be identified, albeit it is not statistically significant at the 95
percent level of confidence. This result leads to the assumption that a higher
financial strength might influence the adoption, yet other factors such as belief
in the technology might be relevant as well. As a consequence, further research on this topic should be taken into consideration.
With regard to the firm’s position in the value chain, the bivariate analysis demonstrates that 25 percent of manufactures of end-consumer goods (B2C) use
the renewable technologies to generate electricity compared with only 17 percent among the manufacturers of other goods (B2B). The regression analysis
confirms the bivariate findings and indicates that B2C producers have higher
chances of an RET adoption. In particular, when comparing two firms of the
same size with a comparable financial strength and operating in the same region and sectors with similar energy intensity, a B2C producer is more likely to
use an RET than B2B producer. The results are statistically significant for both
the bivariate and the multiple analyses. Thus, the findings reveal an important
role of the firm’s position in the value chain for the technology adoption. This
can be explained by the importance of manufacturing firms in the field of B2C to
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improve their reputation regarding green production and the positive influence
aligned with RETs on their reputation and image.
As mentioned in the theoretical part of this paper, besides the main effects,
structural characteristics were included in the model in order to capture the uneven distribution of solar radiation in Germany, as well as the differing energy
intensity of the manufacturing sectors. The bivariate analysis shows that 23
percent of companies located in the federal states with high average solar potential use RETs to generate electricity compared to a usage rate of 15 percent
in the states with less solar radiation. The logistic regression shows a positive
statistically significant effect, which implies that the use of RET is highly dependent on the resource availability. The energy intensity of the sectors,
though, does not show a statistical significance. Consequently, the availability of
the necessary resources and the ease of energy generation seem to be more
important than the demand for energy resources.
Table 1: Usage of a RET for electricity generation: Multiple logistic regression
with the firm’s characteristics, adjusted for structural determinants
95 % Confidence InterOdds Ratios val
Lower
Upper

Independent variable

Firm’s size
Bigger companies with 250 and more employees 1.124 n.s
(Small- and medium-sized companies with less than 250 employees)

0.709

1.780

Net value added per employee (logarithm)

1.305+

0.976

1.746

B2C producer 1.533*
(non-B2C Producer) -

1.076

2.185

1.176

2.168

0.700

1.631

Position in value chain

Resource availability
Federal states with high average solar radiation 1.597**
(Federal states with less average solar radiation) Energy intensity
Sectors with high energy-intensity 1.068 n.s
(Sectors with lower energy intensity) -

Level of significance: p<0.1(+); p<0.05(*); p<0.01(**); not statistically significant (n.s)
Source: German Manufacturing Survey 2012, Fraunhofer ISI, own calculation

4.3

Reasons for RET adoption

In the previous section it was examined whether the specific firm's characteristics are associated with the adoption of RET. This section focuses on five spe-
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cific reasons, which might be considered by the companies when they decide in
favour of technology adoption.
The bivariate analysis of the reasons reveals that for companies the expected
development of the energy price is the most important argument for adopting
the technology; 76 percent of the surveyed firms that use an RET stated this
reason. Strategic reasons, e. g. related to a “green image”, are rated as second
important with 58 percent. The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions was
mentioned as a reason for the usage of RETs by 49 percent of the using firms.
Meanwhile, the political and legal framework conditions together with the expansion of the own energy generation are cited less often (42 percent vs. 41
percent). This result indicates that energy prices, “green image” and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions are the most decisive criteria for the adoption
of RETs. The policy mix, on the other hand, is less important.
Since the survey allowed multiple answers regarding the reasons for using
RETs to generate electricity, most of the companies selected more than one
reason. This is true for the policy mix as well. Most often the policy mix was
mentioned in combination with one or two other reasons (18 percent and 29
percent). Energy prices and strategic reasons are the main accompanying reasons for the policy mix.
A further detailed analysis on the selection of the policy-mix as a decisive factor
in regard to different types of RET users was conducted. The results, nevertheless, have shown no evidence that bigger firms or firms with more financial
strength mention policy mix more often than the other firms. Similarly, no relation has been found between the selection of a policy mix as a reason and the
availability of resources, the energy intensity and the firm’s R&D intensity.
Even though the energy price, which is influenced by the policy mix, was mentioned by the majority of the technology users, the presented facts indicate that
the policy mix is not the primary reason for companies adopting RETs. Nonetheless, the policy mix is perceived by many firms as an important factor for the
adoption and, thus, shows its effectiveness for firms in the GMI.

5

Conclusions and further research

By using data of the German Manufacturing Survey 2012, this paper provides a
representative picture of the usage of RETs to generate electricity in the manufacturing industry. It is shown that already 18 percent of the firms in the manu-
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facturing industry use RETs to generate electricity. Moreover, the findings reveal that the position in the value chain, specifically B2C producers, use RETs
more often than other firms which do not produce for end-consumers. However,
the size of the firm and its financial strength do not demonstrate a significant
impact. The availability of resources is another relevant explanatory factor,
whereas the energy intensity of the sector did not affect the usage of RETs.
Consequently, the results of this paper indicate that, for instance, governmental
funding measures should focus on regional target groups in order to increase
the diffusion of RETs in the manufacturing industry.
Furthermore, based on the findings, it is assumed that economic aspects are
the strongest driving force for the usage of RETs. From a range of five reasons
to adopt an RET to generate electricity, the majority of technology users mentioned that they anticipated rising energy prices. In contrast, the political framework seems to be less important and is cited often in combination with other
reasons. Since the manufacturing industry is a promising and beneficial target
group for expanding energy generation based on RETs, it is, thus, recommended to target the policy mix more specifically at the manufacturing companies to increase the share of RET users.
To understand the effects of the policy mix on RET adopters of the GMI more
thoroughly, further research on this issue is needed. This could be done by a
qualitative research approach to detail the adoption decision. Moreover, as already mentioned in the results section, future research could focus more thoroughly on the determinants affecting the diffusion of RETs, such as learning
effects and economies of scale, as well as the influence of the financial strength
and the NVA per employee. Lastly, it would be interesting to compare the diffusion and adoption patterns with other countries to gain more insights into the
different drivers for adoption.
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